
CITY COUNCIL – APRIL 12, 2021 – 6:00PM 
 

Applicant/Owner:  Moeller & Associates, agent for EB Industries, owner 

Address/Location: Approximately 68 acres located out of the O. Russell Survey No. 2, 
Abstract No. 485, located at the northern corner of the intersection of 
Goodwin Lane and Orion Drive (see exhibit). 

PROPOSED ZONE CHANGE – CASE #PZ20-0329 

The circled numbers on the map correspond to the property owners listed below.  All information is 
from the Appraisal District Records. The property under consideration is marked as “Subject 
Property”. 

1. MARIPOSA HOLDINGS LLC

2. MICHIE REXFORD J & SALLY A WEITZ-MICHIE

3. SEBA PETER E

4. REVIVE NEW BRAUNFELS MINISTRIES

5. KOCH WAYLON

6. WILLIAMS MARK E & TERRY K

7. JMH FAMILY HOLDINGS LLC

8. SCHEEL SHAWN

9. KOEHN N MICAH

10. SADDLER DAVID L & CRYSTAL M SADDLER

11. IVY B SCHLICHTING PROP II LTD

12. CONTINENTAL HOMES OF TEXAS LP

13. FRECH MARY E

14. FORESTAR USA REAL ESTATE GROUP INC

15. CREEKSIDE FARMS RESIDENTIAL COMMUNITY INC

16. ROW JOHNNIE F

17. YES ACQUISITIONS LLC

18. WHIPKEY ROBERT D & PAULA J

19. CHESMAR HOMES CT LTD

20. FEATHERSTON DONALD C

21. ROGERS MELISSA J & CHRISTOPHER N

22. RICHARDSON NANCY C

23. DENMAN WILLIAM R III & JULIEE D

24. MOORE JAEMI D & CRYSTAL M

25. HARRIS MIDORI E

26. HORTON CAPITAL PROPERTIES LLC

27. CASARES PAUL & CASANDRA R

28. ELLSWORTH MICHAEL J & BONNIE A M

29. PENA ABEL JR

30. TRUESDELL ESSENCE M & NOLAN A

31. ENGEL RYAN T

32. DE LA CRUZ CHRISTOPHER M & MICHELLE F

33. CHESMAR HOMES LLC

34. SCHMIDT KENNETH W

SEE MAP 

















From: chris delacruz
To: Christopher J. Looney; Matthew E. Hoyt; Matthew W. Simmont; Jason Hurta
Subject: Proposed rezoning on Orion & Goodwin road
Date: Sunday, March 7, 2021 4:27:23 PM

  Caution: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Hello,

My name is Chris Delacruz and I live in the Wasser Ranch subdivision at 2907 Aller New
Braunfels, TX 78130.  The city council as taking another look at a proposed rezoning request
for 13 acres at the corner of Goodwin and Orion to build multi-family housing. I was at the
 last council meeting and this was voted down. I strongly disapprove of the rezoning request.
The road infrastructure is lacking as it is in Goodwin, too narrow and there’s already new
homes going up across the street.  In addition, multi-family homes AKA, rental apartments or
duplexes will likely hurt the market value of my newly purchased home along with others.  I
emphatically implore you to not approve this request. Thank you for your time
and consideration.

Sincerely,
 Chris Delacruz

mailto:chrisdelacruz73@gmail.com
mailto:CLooney@nbtexas.org
mailto:MHoyt@nbtexas.org
mailto:MSimmont@nbtexas.org
mailto:jhurta@nbtexas.org


 

 

 

 

 

 

The following responses are from property 
owners that are outside of the 200-foot 

notification area, unlisted with the County 
Appraisal District, or did not provide an address. 



From: Cristine Barger
To: Jason Hurta; Christopher J. Looney; Matthew W. Simmont; Matthew E. Hoyt
Subject: No To Goodwin/Orion Multi Housing
Date: Sunday, March 7, 2021 2:34:06 PM

  Caution: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

To whom it may concern,

I live in the Wasser Ranch subdivision off Goodwin Lane. I have been made aware that there
is a proposed zoning change to lots that are off Orion Drive. I believe this issue is item D on
the docket for Monday, March 8th. 

This area of New Braunfels is growing rapidly while the infrastructure in this area has largely
been ignored. Goodwin Lane, Orion Drive, and Conrads Road are all in subpar condition,
traffic on both FM 306 and at the Conrads Road exit is heavy, and construction on 35 in this
area has made it hard to efficiently make it through town. 

There is a large apartment complex being built off FM 306 new Tri-City Distributors currently
that will have a large impact on an already busy intersection (where 306 and Goodwin meet).
Additional multi-family housing in this area should wait until the infrastructure in this area can
support it. 

In addition, Justin Meadows mentioned in the meeting when this was previously discussed,
that this proposed multi-family housing unit would be closer than is standard in New
Braunfels and would not have barriers that are typically seen when multi-family butts up to
single-family living. 

Furthermore, there is a train crossing on Orion Dr near 1102 that does not have crossing arms.
Not only do trains stop here for hours (sometimes days) at a time, it is a safety hazard to have
so many people going over those tracks with no arms. 

The pushing through of this issue so quickly and despite many residents (and council
members) disagreeing with it is puzzling. Why is this area of town being ignored when it
comes to safe and responsible growth? I can imagine that those serving on the City Council,
the Mayor, as well as the developer would not want an apartment complex being built in their
backyard, their children's school overcrowded, and their roadways congested because of
someone else's short-sighted decision.

While I appreciate and understand the City's goal to build more affordable housing, I do not
believe this particular area is a good fit for a multi-family housing unit. Houses or a park
would fit in beautifully- especially with the trail that is to extend along Alligator Creek.

Thank you for your time and service,

Cristine Barger

mailto:cristine.barger@gmail.com
mailto:jhurta@nbtexas.org
mailto:CLooney@nbtexas.org
mailto:MSimmont@nbtexas.org
mailto:MHoyt@nbtexas.org


From: Jonathan Barger
To: Matthew W. Simmont
Cc: Cristine Barger
Subject: Goodwin Lane & Orion Rezoning Proposal
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:16:32 AM

  Caution: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Good morning Matt,

We have never spoken but the recent rezoning request near Goodwin Lane and Orion has
sparked my interest.  I live in Wasser Ranch, so this rezoning request has close proximity to
my home. My initial thought was "I don't want my property values to decrease"  so I went
down the rabbit hole of finding research that fit my narrative. I found the exact opposite and
that MDU's (multi-dwelling units) have no statistically significant effect on property values
even when comparing to a control group. 

My next concern is on infrastructure and I am hoping that you could answer my questions.

What is the total capacity of students for Oak Creek Elementary?
What is the total student count at Oak Creek Elementary? 
What is the model for how many students per MDU unit/ SDU unit is the City
forecasting will be students? 

I have three children - one of which is currently at Oak creek and two that will shortly follow,
so my immediate concern is that Oak Creek will be packed to the brim and this will lead to a
less than optimal learning experience. 

When will construction commence on Goodwin Lane

I don't have traffic statistics but it seems that the flow of traffic on Goodwin is starting to back
up during peak traffic hours and there is a new Neighborhood that has already broken ground
right off of Goodwin. These backup issues happen from Conrad all the way to 306 and I feel
that adding an additional 1,000 MDU/SDU will only further contribute to the traffic issue.
(BTW, my 1,000 is an approximation between the SDU plan for zero lot lines and the MDU
plan - please correct me if this total number is incorrect). 

Orion Dr has a train crossing that does not have safety arms.  Is the developer going to
pay to have safety arms placed at this train crossing and will the City of New Braunfels
be able to do anything with Union Pacific regarding trains stopping on the tracks?

Thanks for your time in your response. I believe the real discussion should be on infrastructure
capabilities and forecasts versus the "Not In My Backyard" mentality and will be happy to
share your responses with the neighborhood. 

mailto:jonathanwbarger@gmail.com
mailto:MSimmont@nbtexas.org
mailto:cristine.barger@gmail.com


Sincerely,

Jon Barger
908 Ulster
New Braunfels, TX 78130

c - 210-317-2404
e - jonathanwbarger@gmail.com

mailto:jonathanwbarger@gmail.com


From: Amanda Barker
To: Matthew W. Simmont
Subject: Objection to pending rezoning
Date: Sunday, March 7, 2021 8:53:36 PM

  Caution: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Mr. Simmont,

I live in Wasser Ranch and am very concerned about the apartment complex right in our back
yard ("High Density Multi Fmaily Housing") on Goodwin Lane & Orion Drive

Their are many reason why this is a very bad idea from the roads are not designed for this
much traffic to the school issue it will cause and statically when places such as duplex’s and
apartments go up so does crime. Not to mention our home values taking a big hit. I did my
research when buying where I did and this is a slap in the face and many of us are now feeling
the need to move if this passes. Let's grow this city responsibility without penalizing the
neighborhoods in our area!

I OBJECT TO THIS REZONING!!!

Thank you for your time!

Sincerely,

Amanda Barker
627 Wipper, NB 78130

mailto:amandambarker@outlook.com
mailto:MSimmont@nbtexas.org


From: Cassi Coble
To: Jason Hurta; Christopher J. Looney; Matthew W. Simmont; Matthew E. Hoyt
Subject: Opposed to apartments on Goodwin, Wasser Ranch resident
Date: Sunday, March 7, 2021 1:30:21 PM

  Caution: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

I am a resident in Wasser Ranch and am emailing you in regards to the zoning change for apartments and/or small
lot home proposal for Goodwin and Orion.  The residents at several neighborhoods along Goodwin are opposed to
this for many reasons.

First, Goodwin lane has seen a significant increase in the traffic that comes thru already and the road is already not
wide enough.  With increased traffic from apartments this will likely lead to accidents and unsafe conditions for the
school located within less than a mile of said zoning changes.

Second, I understand that there is already an apartment complex going in next to Tri City distribution center at 306
and Goodwin less than 2 miles away from this proposed zoning change.  Why are we trying to bombard this area
with apartments in an already heavily trafficked area with roads that cannot handle the current traffic flow we have.

Lastly, as I’m sure you can understand the impact having apartments next to your neighborhood we would likely see
a decrease in our property values, most of which have been built in the last 5 years.  I’m not sure what the strategy is
in bombarding Goodwin lane with rental properties when there are already nice neighborhoods being built with
homes starting in the high 200s and 300s.  The builders have had no problems selling homes in this area and could
likely be a potential property for more homes similar to what is already in the area.

While I can understand a need to have more housing options for people moving to the area but with the recent rental
home neighborhood that was built on Goodwin, the newly approved apartments at 306 and Goodwin, and all the
expansions happening within Oak Creek, Wasser Ranch, and Cloud Country adding this zoning change would just
cause more issues to the already heavy congestion we have within this area.  This zoning change would also cause a
lot of unhappy residents to what can be a flourishing area for the City.

As a single parent I am not able to attend the meeting in person but wanted to express my deep concern and
complete opposition to the zoning change proposal next to my neighborhood.

Sincerely,
Cassi Deleon

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:cassicoble@yahoo.com
mailto:jhurta@nbtexas.org
mailto:CLooney@nbtexas.org
mailto:MSimmont@nbtexas.org
mailto:MHoyt@nbtexas.org


From: Janet Coble
To: jhurta@nbtexas.or; Christopher J. Looney; Matthew W. Simmont; Matthew E. Hoyt
Subject: NO TO GOODWIN/ORION MULTI HOUSING
Date: Sunday, March 7, 2021 1:37:05 PM

  Caution: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

I am a homeowner in Wasser Ranch and would like to adamantly OBJECT to approving a multi housing
complex at the location of Goodwin/Orion for many reasons:

#1 - The homes in Wasser Ranch have current values of $300,000+ with new builds being considerably
over this amount.  As you well know, putting in multi housing, which we all know will be rental units,
drastically reduces property values.  We already have an entire subdivision on Goodwin that is strictly
rent/lease.  So far, that development is maintained very well and since these are individual homes, does
not have quite the impact that apartments or duplexes have.

#2 - Goodwin Lane and Orion both, but most especially Goodwin, CAN NOT stand up to the current traffic
load, let alone any increased traffic load.  With new homes being built not only in Wasser but also Oak
Creek Estates and Cloud Country, this area will steadily have an increase in traffic.  I moved into my
home in August 2019 and that November I saw a survey crew on Goodwin and when asked what they
were doing, they informed me they were surveying as Goodwin was going to be widened with a turn lane
all the way down to accommodate the traffic entering the various subdivisions.  As to date, NOTHING has
been done about that.  This should be a priority for right now. Hopefully you realize that Alligator Creek
floods very easily therefore closing Goodwin.  What happens then?  Oak Creek Elementary was closed
from March 2020 till August 2020 and not a single thing was done except some asphalt repair work.  

#3 - From what I have been able to find out, there already is an apartment complex going up on FM 306
between NBU and the beer distributor.  With that being built, we DEFINITELY do not need another
complex less than a mile away.  

#4 - Your priority for the city right now should be focused on finishing up all the road repairs and
construction before summer tourism hits.  The 306/I-35 location is a disaster and now has a completion
date of next March, which is one year from what was originally planned.  Why?  A Whole year behind?
How about putting some pressure on that contractor?  And the Conrads/Kohlenberg interchange is
another train wreck.  
Take care of the projects that are out there right now and not being completed in timely manners.

Remember, you are elected by the people that actually live here to do what is in the best interest for your
constituents, not the commercial developers who come in and out of here after they have made their
millions.  We LIVE here and SUPPORT this city with out taxes, spending and volunteering.  
KEEP THAT IN MIND WHEN YOU MAKE ANY LIFELONG DECISIONS.  

Janet Coble
Wasser Ranch Subdivision

mailto:janetm492@yahoo.com
mailto:jhurta@nbtexas.or
mailto:CLooney@nbtexas.org
mailto:MSimmont@nbtexas.org
mailto:MHoyt@nbtexas.org


From: Kelly Garza
To: Matthew W. Simmont
Subject: Apartments at Goodwin & Orion
Date: Sunday, March 7, 2021 9:51:14 AM

  Caution: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Good morning,

I hope this email finds you well. It has come to my attention that at tomorrow's city council
meeting a discussion will be held regarding apartments at Goodwin & Orion roads. As a
resident of the surrounding area, I would like to strongly oppose this re-zoning and the
proposed construction. Apartments in that area would cause so many issues for current
homeowners on this side of town, such as additional traffic congestion, property value
decreases, and overpopulation of OCES. We moved to this end of town 8 years ago because
it was less congested than other areas. It has since grown and the increase of homes and
population have already caused so much traffic congestion and accidents. Between the
growth of Creekside, the DPS office being relocated over here, and the TA truck stop it has
become a nightmare. Adding more homes would only cause the existing issues to become
exacerbated. The city council needs to say "no" to further construction requests in order to
help preserve the few green areas of this once beautiful town and to maintain quality of life
for current tax paying citizens. 

I would prefer to be making my request in person tomorrow evening, but can not attend due
to family commitments.  I know many of my neighbors will be in attendance and hope to
have their voices heard.

Thank you in advance for your consideration in this matter. 

Sincerely,

Kelly O'Neal
New Braunfels resident 
Cloud Country Subdivision 

mailto:klcgarza@gmail.com
mailto:MSimmont@nbtexas.org


From: Glenda Harrison
To: Matthew W. Simmont
Subject: Re zone at Goodwin and Orion
Date: Sunday, March 7, 2021 3:30:23 PM

  Caution: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

I am a new homeowner in the Wasser Ranch subdivision and am writing to convey my
objection to the re zoning as it is currently proposed. My address is 817 Pader. Thank you for
you attention to matter
GetOutlook for Android

mailto:gjh107@hotmail.com
mailto:MSimmont@nbtexas.org
https://aka.ms/ghei36


From: Debra Howell
To: Jason Hurta; Christopher J. Looney; Matthew W. Simmont; Matthew E. Hoyt
Subject: Orion and Goodwin
Date: Saturday, March 6, 2021 2:18:09 PM

  Caution: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Item D on the agenda for
Monday night.

The last city council Meeting it was rejected by a 5-2 vote.  I’ve always thought it was tabled if it was rejected.
Will this really be on the agenda Monday night?

Thank you

Debra

mailto:debanncarr@aol.com
mailto:jhurta@nbtexas.org
mailto:CLooney@nbtexas.org
mailto:MSimmont@nbtexas.org
mailto:MHoyt@nbtexas.org


From: Debra Howell
To: Christopher J. Looney; Matthew W. Simmont; Matthew E. Hoyt
Subject: Goodwin Orion subdivision
Date: Sunday, February 21, 2021 8:22:46 PM

  Caution: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

I am so opposed for the rezoning of the land at the corner of Orion and Goodwin.  This will add so many more
people and families to our already crowded little area.  These lots are way smaller than any of the others in the area
and if I counted right it is 363 homes plus an apartment complex.  That’s adds well over 1,000 more cars.  Yes our
bond passed and we are getting better roads but if y’all are waiting for all these subdivisions to build on  Goodwin it
will take forever.
I really hope no one gets killed on that small road on Goodwin and especially no child.  And the roads in the older
subdivisions are already failing.  Drive the roads in Quail Valley and northwest crossing, especially the section of
Starling Creek toward the Oak Creek side.  These roads are failing and soon the sewer system will too.  It’s like
riding a roller coaster up and down.  That is going to be a nice costly fix.

Also I was watching the NBU electric grids this week.  There were times when there was 10 areas of outages.  Of all
those areas including Morningside area,  our Goodwin area had the largest amount of 1738 customers.  Let’s add a
couple more hundred customers when we already have water pressure issues.

And what about a park or some other things for all our neighbors.  And not just the walking track that they are
working on.  An actual park for the kids and families.

Please pass this to all the city council members for the vote tomorrow night.
Please do not  vote to add all these small lots and apartments to our way to fast growing area.

Thank you

Debra Howell

mailto:debanncarr@aol.com
mailto:CLooney@nbtexas.org
mailto:MSimmont@nbtexas.org
mailto:MHoyt@nbtexas.org


From: Tony Killough
To: Matthew W. Simmont
Subject: Goodwin Ln & Orion Rezoning
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 6:47:57 PM

  Caution: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Hello Mr. Simmont,

My name is Tony Killough and I live in the Wasser Ranch subdivision along Goodwin Lane,
just across from Goodwin Elementary. I’m reaching out regarding the proposed rezoning of
the almost 14 acres along Goodwin Ln and Orion. My understanding from available
documents is that this land is in the process of being rezoned to accommodate multi-unit
(apartment) homes. I’m writing to let you know that I strongly oppose this for a few reasons.

First, I’d like to point out Goodwin Lane. Already packed beyond reason, this road cannot
handle the traffic that 500+ units would bring to the area. While many northern subdivisions
are already filled out, there are some that have broken ground already and are not filled. For
example, across the road is the Oak Creek subdivision, which recently opened their new
section, bringing many homes and vehicles to the area. Wasser Ranch opened their new
section just a couple months back, that is much larger than the front part of the neighborhood.
Furthermore, a rent-to-own community is quickly building and selling homes just past Oak
Creek when headed toward 306. This issue extends along Goodwin Ln from Conrads to
FM306. This area simply cannot handle 500+ more inhabitants along with what is already
broken ground in single family homes.

Secondly, Oak Creek Elementary does not have the capacity for an additional 500+ units
worth of children.

Thirdly, the train crossing along the railroad and Orion will cause significant traffic buildup as
the train frequently stops over those tracks. This will force everyone to go to 306 or drive
down to Conrads and cut around, a huge hassle, and a huge traffic builder.

Lastly, as a homeowner in Wasser Ranch, an apartment building so close will of course lower
my property values. Additionally, apartments usually bring high levels of crime, which is not
what our small community of single family homes along Goodwin Lane is meant for. This is a
strong community. One who has grown together through the years in a structured, sustainable,
manner. I fear that adding this apartment complex will ruin what we have here. For that
reason, I’d like to strongly voice my opposition for the rezoning of this land.

Thank you,

Tony Killough
tony922@me.com
(832) 477-3516

mailto:tony922@me.com
mailto:MSimmont@nbtexas.org
mailto:tony922@me.com


From: Mary K Lopez
To: Matthew E. Hoyt; jurta@nbtexas.org; clooney@bntexas.org; Matthew W. Simmont; Rusty Brockman
Subject: Please vote no for 21-231 (re-zoning at Goodwin and Orion)
Date: Monday, March 8, 2021 8:30:40 AM

  Caution: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Good Morning,
I am writing this email as a homeowner who will be directly affected by the re-zoning you
will be voting on tonight. I will list my objections below. I appreciate your time on this and
would ask that you vote no to this development. 
1. Apartments lower property value and bring crime - plus we already two apartment
complexes within a mile of us right now.
2. The developer is not from here - does not have our interest in mind and will cause
problems for those of us who have paid good money to live here and invest in New
Braunfels
3. The roads are already so overwhelmed. Everyday is a fight with all the big trucks and
cars not to fall into the ditch off Goodwin ln. 
4. The school is already becoming crowded - we have pulled our Kindergartener out and will
send him to a charter school in Schertz because the classes are getting too big for him to
receive a good education.

I know that development is a good thing and needs to happen but on the website you say 

" Wise and healthy planning will certainly be important during this time of fast growth..." 

To us this is not wise or healthy planning. The amount of traffic and crowding this will bring is not good or
healthy for our community. 

Thank you,
Mary Kathryn Lopez
822 Rench
New Braunfels, Texas 78130
Wasser Ranch Subdivision

mailto:mkmccaskill@yahoo.com
mailto:MHoyt@nbtexas.org
mailto:jurta@nbtexas.org
mailto:clooney@bntexas.org
mailto:MSimmont@nbtexas.org
mailto:rbrockman@nbtexas.org


From: Brittany Parbs
To: Jason Hurta; Christopher J. Looney; Matthew W. Simmont; Matthew E. Hoyt
Subject: Proposed High Density Multifamily Housing
Date: Saturday, March 6, 2021 6:24:12 PM

  Caution: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Good Evening,

To whom this may concern,

We are writing to you to firmly suggest our opposition to any proposed high density multi-
family housing (apartments/duplex’s etc) near the Goodwin /Orion area. We reside in section
17 (Chesmar homes Wasser Ranch subdivision).  Please consider this email a request to vote
NO on this proposal. 

Thank you for your consideration 

The Fajardo Family

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:briparbs@yahoo.com
mailto:jhurta@nbtexas.org
mailto:CLooney@nbtexas.org
mailto:MSimmont@nbtexas.org
mailto:MHoyt@nbtexas.org


From: Thomas Coss
To: Matthew W. Simmont
Subject: Regarding high density housing in Orion/Goodwin area
Date: Thursday, March 11, 2021 11:34:45 AM

  Caution: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

New Braunfels City Council                                                                        3/11/21
 
We are new (8 months) residents of Texas and Wasser Ranch, retired married
couple, and have a new home here. Personally, I have no problem with high density
housing (it has to go somewhere). I have the usual concerns about not wanting the
area to develop into an undesirable area but willing to leave it to the city to deal with
that.
 
That aside, I have concerns about infrastructure, as follows:
 
1. Access in and out of our development is pretty bad. The school on Goodwin
causes traffic blockage morning and evening on weekdays. The other exit via Orion
Drive is often blocked by a stopped train. Goodwin itself is a very poor street,
especially considering the many housing units in process along Goodwin, in Wasser
Ranch and probably others. Goodwin is a two lane in terrible shape with an
excessively high crown which makes for difficult and dangerous driving. Adding more
housing units to the Goodwin/Orion area will cause intolerably congested traffic.
2. We recently experienced a serious power outage, which of course could happen
again. I am concerned with the need for additional weatherproof generation to provide
for additional housing demand, but I have not been able to find that additional
capacity is being developed.
3. I have the same concerns about water. Again, we had an outage where demand
exceeded supply (in an admittedly unusual situation), but I have not learned of any
additional water supply being developed. Apparently current demand is already
straining the Edwards aquifer and one has to wonder where the water will come from
to supply all the new housing that is currently on the books.
 
As a newcomer, I am very careful not to complain before learning the facts, and
maybe the different ways of operating in this state vs. where I came from.
Nevertheless, it APPEARS that our city does not have a policy that growth should pay
for itself, making provision for additional infrastructure to accommodate that
(inevitable) growth.
 
For these reasons, I am against any additional new housing construction in this
immediate area until appropriate infrastructure is put in place.

mailto:tom8coss@gmail.com
mailto:MSimmont@nbtexas.org


 
 
Thomas and Susan Coss
820 Dreisam
New Braunfels, TX 78130
-- 


